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Introduction



http://tpq.io

http://tpq.io


http://hilpisch.com
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http://books.tpq.io

http://books.tpq.io


http://certificate.tpq.io

5,000+ lines of code

50+ Jupyter Notebooks

1,200+ pages of 
Python for Finance & 
Algorithmic Training 

125+ hours 
of pre-recorded 

video instruction

http://certificate.tpq.io




Resources



Slides 
http://hilpisch.com/intpython.pdf 

Gist 
https://goo.gl/NHmyj1

http://hilpisch.com/intpython.pdf
https://goo.gl/NHmyj1


Why Python for Finance?



PYTHON’S BENEFITS … 

1. open source software 
2. general purpose language 
3. multi-paradigm language 
4. powerful ecosystem of packages 
5. leading in data science 
6. first class citizen in AI 
7. core technology in finance 
8. supported by many players 
9. strong and open communities 
10. books, resources, trainings

… COMPARED TO 

vendor developed & maintained 
domain specific language 
single-paradigm languages 
weak ecosystems 
just good in finance or single area 
no access to AI world 
just a “somehow used” technology 
emphasized by selected players 
vendor driven and/or small communities 
vendor and/or few specialized resources



Program



introduction 
infrastructure

first steps 
data structures 

first algorithm(s)

NumPy basics

NumPy applied to finance

pandas basics

pandas applied to finance

object-oriented programming

DAY 1 DAY 2

financial classes



“In building a house, there is the problem of the selection of wood.
It is essential that the carpenter’s aim be to carry equipment that will cut well and,

when he has time, to sharpen that equipment.”
 

Miyamoto Musashi (The Book of Five Rings)

“Any fool can write code that a computer can understand.
Good programmers write code that humans can understand.”

 
Martin Fowler

“In fact, I'm a huge proponent of designing your code around the data,
rather than the other way around, …”

 
Linus Torvalds

“Dataism says that the universe consists of data flows, and the value of any phenomenon 
or entity is determined by its contribution to data processing. … Dataism thereby collapses 
the barrier between animals [humans] and machines, and expects electronic algorithms to 

eventually decipher and outperform biochemical algorithms”
 

Yuval Noah Harari (Homo Deus)



Interactive Style 
“Making mistakes together.”
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